Introduction {#s1}
============

DNA replication is essential in the inheritance of genetic information for living organisms. The initiation of DNA replication involves crucial steps in the assembly of replication proteins at the origin and in the subsequent melting of the origin DNA. For DNA replication in prokaryotic cells, the initiator protein, DnaA, first binds to the replication origin to initiate origin melting. The replicative DnaB-family of hexameric helicases are then loaded onto the fully melted single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) for replication fork unwinding \[reviewed in [@bib39])\] and references therein). For DNA replication in archaeal and eukaryotic cells, replicative helicases, such as minichromosome maintenance proteins (MCM) and SV40 Large T Antigen (LT), load onto the origin dsDNA as head-head (or N-N) double hexamers \[reviewed in [@bib15]); [@bib17]); [@bib39]); [@bib46]) and references therein\]. The origin bound by the double hexameric helicases, together with other replication factors, will eventually melt the duplex and produce a pair of replication forks. Despite extensive efforts, the molecular interactions of these hexamer helicases in archaeal and eukaryotic replication systems with their origin dsDNA have yet to be defined.

In SV40 DNA replication, the host eukaryotic cellular replication machinery is utilized, except for the MCM helicase, whose function is fulfilled by SV40 LT. As a result, the SV40 replication system serves as a model for studying the eukaryotic replication process \[reviewed by [@bib5]); [@bib15]) and references therein\]. To initiate DNA replication, MCM helicase proteins from archaeal and eukaryotic cells assemble a double hexamer at the origin dsDNA ([@bib14]; [@bib16]; [@bib37]; [@bib41]; [@bib50]), a process that requires the cellular origin recognition complex (Orc) as well as additional protein factors. By contrast, the SV40 LT helicase alone is sufficient in recognizing its origin and assembles as a double hexamer at the origin dsDNA ([@bib2]; [@bib7]; [@bib52]). On linear blunt-ended dsDNA, containing the SV40 origin sequence, purified LT alone can generate bi-directional unwinding forks from the dsDNA origin region, producing \'rabbit ear\'-like single-stranded DNA loops emanating out of the LT complex ([@bib54]). These studies, together with other reports ([@bib2]; [@bib3]; [@bib23]; [@bib24]; [@bib52]), demonstrate that LT alone can sufficiently assemble as a double hexamer at the origin, melt the origin DNA, and generate bi-directional unwinding forks. Previous biochemical studies also demonstrate that assembly of the LT double hexamer on the origin dsDNA leads to local melting around the AT-rich sequences ([@bib2]; [@bib3]). Available structural and biochemical data suggest that the melted DNA region is located within the AAA+ domain of LT ([@bib27]; [@bib45]).

LT has three major functional domains ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}): the Dna-J homology domain, the origin-binding domain (OBD), and the helicase domain ([@bib5]; [@bib18]). LT helicase domain consists of a Zn-domain and an AAA+ (ATPases Associated with diverse cellular Activities) domain ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The AAA+ domain has a fold of five β-strands at its core, with a few helices that function as a motor domain by coupling the energy of ATP binding and hydrolysis ([@bib38]; [@bib40]). The core replication origin DNA of SV40 consists of 64 base pairs (bps) ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) that can be divided into two halves, the AT-half and the early palindrome half (EP-half), each containing two GAGGC penta-nucleotide sequences (PEN) plus a stretch of AT-rich sequence ([@bib8]; [@bib9]; [@bib47]). An individual OBD alone has been shown to bind specifically to the PEN sequences ([@bib1]; [@bib10]; [@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib36]). However, when the LT construct containing the OBD-helicase domain in one polypeptide (residues 131--627 or LT131) is used, the OBD (residues 131--258) binds to a GC pseudo-PEN site in addition to the canonical PEN, and the AAA+ domain of the helicase binds to the AT-rich sequences of the origin ([@bib6]). Both the AT-half and EP-half of the origin can support the assembly of one LT hexamer ([@bib23]; [@bib24]; [@bib45]), and a full core origin supports the formation of two hexamers arranged in an N-to-N configuration ([@bib4]; [@bib7]; [@bib52]).10.7554/eLife.18129.003Figure 1.SV40 LT domain structure, core origin DNA (oriDNA), and the co-crystal structure of the LT helicase domain bound to the AT-half oriDNA.(**A**) LT domain organization (drawn to scale), with the LT131 used for the co-crystallization study indicated at the top. (**B**) The full 64-bp core replication oriDNA of SV40. The four penta-nucleotides (PEN) (GAGGC (in red)) are flanked in the AT-half and in the EP-half origin. The AT-half origin DNA (boxed in blue) is co-crystallized with the LT hexameric helicase in this study. (**C**) The gel filtration profile (Superose 6) of LT131 alone or in complex with the AT-half oriDNA in the presence of ADP or ATP without Mg^2+^. LT131 alone equilibrates between hexamer and monomer peaks (red), but will form a stable hexamer when ATP is present ([@bib18]; [@bib29]). In the presence of ATP (blue) or ADP (green), LT131 forms stable hexamer-DNA complexes with the 32-bp AT-half oriDNA, which migrate slightly larger than the LT131 hexamer alone. The LT-oriDNA-ATP complex isolated from this peak showed no obvious dissociation after up to six hours, suggesting a very stable complex without ATP hydrolysis. (**D**, **E**) The preformed LT hexamer-oriDNA complexes (made by first incubating LT131 with oriDNA and ATP, then adding Mg^2+^ last to initiate unwinding, see Materials and methods) is active in unwinding the oriDNA (**D**). For comparison, (**E**) shows the unwinding results obtained using LT131 with no preformed (un-preformed) hexamer-oriDNA complexes (made by adding LT131 and Mg^2+^ last to initiate unwinding, see Materials and methods);this shows unwinding efficiency similar to that obtained using the preformed LT-oriDNA complex (**D**). This result suggests that the preformed stable LT-oriDNA complex is active in unwinding the oriDNA. Note that the unwound ssDNA product migrates slower than the dsDNA substrate because of hairpin formation at the palindrome origin sequence. (**F**) Overall view of the LT hexameric helicase bound to the AT-half origin DNA (32 bp) in the central channel. (**G**) Superimposition of the DNA-free (green) and DNA-bound (orange) hexamer structures, both of which are in an ADP-bound state. For clarity, only two subunits of hexamer are shown so that it is possible to visualize the β-hairpins and DRF loops. The Zn-domain and the AAA+ domain of LT are indicated.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.003](10.7554/eLife.18129.003)10.7554/eLife.18129.004Figure 1---figure supplement 1.Comparing the DNA register in the dimeric LT structure bound to the EP-half origin with that in the hexameric LT structure bound to the AT-half origin DNA.(**A**) The 64-bp full core origin of SV40. The EP-half and AT-half origins are indicated. For the EP-half origin, the sequence that is in contact with OBD1, OBD2, and the helicase domain of the LT131 dimer, as revealed in the LT131 dimer-DNA co-crystal structure (PDBid: 4GDF), is indicated. For the AT-half origin, the sequence that is in contact with LT helicase domain, as revealed in the LT helicase hexamer-DNA co-crystal structure, is indicated. (**B**) LT131 dimer-DNA co-crystal structure, showing how the two LT subunits bind to EP-half origin DNA (PDBid: 4GDF). The EP-half origin sequence is positioned next to the complex structure with the same DNA register to indicate the corresponding DNA sequence bound by the different domains of LT131. With OBD1 binding to PEN1, OBD2 cannot reach PEN2 from subunit 2 because the linker is not long enough. Instead, OBD2 binds to pseudo-PEN1, with an 180° rotation from OBD1. (**C**) The LT helicase hexamer-DNA co-crystal structure, with the AT-half origin sequences positioned next to the complex structure with the same DNA register to indicate the corresponding DNA sequences bound by LT. For comparison, we tried to best align the register of bound DNA in this panel with that in (**B**). The PEN1' and pseudo-PEN' positions are indicated.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.004](10.7554/eLife.18129.004)10.7554/eLife.18129.005Figure 1---figure supplement 2.The full occupancy of ADP at all six nucleotide pockets of an LT hexamer and the arrangement of the β-hairpins (β-HP) and DRF loops of the AAA+ domain.(**A**) Omit map of ADP density from an LT hexamer-DNA complex structure (one asymmetric unit), showing strong density of the ADP (drawn at 5 sigma level) at all six sites. Even though the electron densities for the six sites are not identical, they are all strong, indicating full occupancy in the DNA-bound hexamer structure, as is the case in all previously determined DNA-free LT hexamer structures. (**B**) A close-up view at one of the ADP densities, drawn at sigma contour level 5. (**C**) The β-hairpins (β-HP) and DRF loops of the AAA+ domain in the central channel of a LT hexamer. The β-hairpin residues K512/H513 and the DRF residues D455, R456, F459 are shown as sticks. For clarity, only two opposing subunits of the hexamer are drawn. (**D**) The near-planar arrangement of the six β-hairpins (β-HP) and DRF loops in the AAA+ domain of the LT hexamer in the DNA complex structure, showing that the β-hairpins and loops are not absolutely planar, but slightly offset. The H513 on the β-hairpin tip is drawn in sticks.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.005](10.7554/eLife.18129.005)

In order to understand how the LT hexameric helicase assembles at the origin and interacts with the origin DNA, we determined the structure of a LT hexameric helicase in complex with the AT-half of the origin to a resolution of 2.9 Å. This co-crystal structure, the first for a hexameric helicase bound to its origin dsDNA in its central channel, reveals detailed molecular interactions between the six subunits and the origin sequence. In addition, the structure also shows that a stretch of the AT-rich sequence bound within the narrow channel of the AAA+ domain is partially melted, most likely as a result of a \'squeezing\' of the two phosphate backbones by the assembled hexameric helicase, which may be assisted by the specific interactions between residues of the LT AAA+ domain and the AT-rich origin sequence. The structural data reported here offer a mechanistic explanation for how LT accomplishes initial origin melting and may have implications for other related eukaryotic replicons.

Results {#s2}
=======

LT deletion constructs capable of unwinding origin-containing dsDNA {#s2-1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to study the replicative helicase assembly around the origin DNA for SV40 replication initiation, we used an SV40 LT construct LT131-627 (residues 131--627, referred to as LT131 hereafter) --- which includes the OBD domain (residues 131--258) and the helicase domain (residues 260--627) ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) --- for co-crystallization with the AT-half or the EP-half of the origin dsDNA ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Previously, using electron microscopy (EM), we showed that a slightly longer LT108 construct can assemble as a double hexamer on dsDNA containing the full 64-bp core origin in the presence of ATP or ADP, and can support the replication of such DNA in HeLa cell extract ([@bib7]). To the best of our knowledge, LT is unique in that it can unwind blunt-ended dsDNA containing its origin sequence, whereas the other hexameric helicases characterized to date are not capable of unwinding blunt-ended dsDNA efficiently without the aid of additional protein component(s). We previously also showed that purified LT131 alone, like the full-length LT, can efficiently unwind blunt-ended dsDNA containing the origin sequences in vitro ([@bib6]). LT131 also forms stable hexameric complexes bound to the 32-bp AT-half of the origin along with ADP or ATP ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, these stable pre-formed hexamers/double hexamers on origin dsDNA are also capable of unwinding the DNA when Mg^2+^ is supplied ([Figure 1D,E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which is consistent with previous reports for full-length LT ([@bib51]). This result suggests that the LT double hexamers assembled at the origin sequence are fully competent in generating the initial local origin melting to promote the complete unwinding of the dsDNA.

Overall structure of the LT-dsDNA complex {#s2-2}
-----------------------------------------

We obtained co-crystals of the complex containing LT131 ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and the 32-bp AT-half origin dsDNA (bps 1--32, plus 3'-T overhangs, [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) in the presence of ADP and Mg^2+^, and determined the structure to a resolution of 2.9 Å ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The structure shows one hexamer of the helicase domain (residues 266--627) binding to the dsDNA in the hexamer channel in each asymmetric unit ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). All of the 32-bp AT-half origin dsDNA sequences were built into the DNA structure ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 1---figure supplement 1A--C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). The hexamer structure contains the entire helicase domain ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), without the N-terminal OBD (residues 131--265) built into the model. The OBDs are actually visible as six blobs of smeared electron density located N-terminal to the Zn domain, suggesting disordered OBDs, possibly due to the lack of interactions between any of the six OBDs with the PEN or pseudo-PEN origin sequences after the completion of the hexamer assembly. This is clearly different from the previously reported co-crystal structure of the dimeric LT131 in complex with the EP-half of the origin sequence ([@bib6]), in which one of the two OBDs binds to the canonical PEN in the same way that has been reported by others ([@bib1]; [@bib33]), and the other OBD binds to a newly identified pseudo-PEN (GC) sequence ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1B](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.18129.006Table 1.Crystallographic data and refinement statistics.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.006](10.7554/eLife.18129.006)Co-crystal of complex containing\
LT131, AT-half origin dsDNA,\
and ADP**Data collection**Space groupP1Wavelength (λ)1.1159 (Å)Cell: *a, b, c* (Å)107.485, 107.587, 107.870Angles: α, β, γ (°)107.133, 106.954, 106.865Resolution (Å)50--2.90 (2.95--2.90)*R*~merge~ (%)5.3 (79.7)*I* / σ*I*28.9 (1.52)Completeness (%)97.7 (89.1)Redundancy3.1 (2.5)RefinementResolution (Å)50.0--2.9 Unique reflections85, 533*R*~work~ / *R*~free~ (%)27.8/30.4No.atoms Protein17,598 DNA1354 Ion6 ADP162 **r.m.s deviations**Bond lengths (Å)0.007Bond angles (°)1.194[^1]

All six nucleotide pockets of the LT hexamer are fully occupied by ADP, as shown by the strong electron density at all six pockets ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2A--B](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}), which is consistent with the all-or-none nucleotide binding-mode on all the previously determined hexamer structures of LT ([@bib19]). This DNA-bound hexamer essentially adopts the same structure as the previously determined DNA-free ADP-bound hexamer ([@bib19]), with an Cα r.m.s deviation of superposition around 0.79 ([Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to all the DNA-free hexamer structures of the LT helicase domain ([@bib19]; [@bib29]; [@bib30]; [@bib56]), the DNA-bound hexamer reveals that the six subunits are arranged with only minor offset to break symmetry ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2C,D](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}), which can be considered to be a near-planar ring (referred to as a planar ring hereafter for convenience). Within the AAA+ domain of LT, there is a β-hairpin bearing a H513 residue on the inner surface of the hexamer channel ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2C](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}), and the β-hairpin displays movement of more than **17 Å **along the channel during conformational changes triggered by ATP binding/hydrolysis and release ([@bib19]). C-terminal to the β-hairpin is the DRF loop that carries residues D455, R456, F459 (DRF) pointing into the channel ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2C](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). In the planar ring structure of the LT hexamer, the six β-hairpins and the DRF loops form a narrowest channel segment around the bound dsDNA ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2D](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.18129.007Figure 2.The structure of the LT hexamer helicase in complex with the AT-half origin.(**A**) The AT-half origin DNA sequence contains 32 bp with 3'-T overhangs bound by LT hexameric helicase in (**B**). The side-bars indicate the DNA contacts by different regions within the LT helicase channel, including the Zn-domain, the central chamber, the β-hairpins (β-HP) and DRF loops (DRF-LP). PEN1' and pseudo-PEN1' are not occupied by OBD in LT hexamer structure. The deformed region is indicated on the side. (**B**) The structure of LT131 hexamer bound to the 32-bp AT-half origin DNA. For clarity, only two subunits (one on each side) are shown. The positions of the PEN1' and pseudo-PEN1' where OBD1 and OBD2 would bind are indicated. (**C**) The structure of LT131 dimer bound to the 32-bp EP-half origin DNA (PDBid: 4GDF), showing one of the two subunits using its OBD to bind PEN1. The pseudo-PEN1' is bound by the OBD of the second subunit of the dimer ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1A,B](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}); thehelicase domain of the dimer, including the Zn-domain and the AAA+ domain, binds to the AT-rich region of the EP-half origin. The structures in (**B**) and (**C**) are drawn to scale and aligned side-by-side for comparison between the hexamer-DNA and dimer-DNA complexes. (**D**) The dsDNA segment bound in the AAA+ channel is deformed and locally melted. (**E**) Top view of the LT hexamer (each subunit in a discrete color) from the N-terminal end, showing dsDNA in the central channel.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.007](10.7554/eLife.18129.007)10.7554/eLife.18129.008Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Initial unbiased electron density inside the hexameric channel, and DNA orientation and register confirmed by Bromo-labeled dC (Br-dC) DNA.(**A**) A section of the initial electron density map, which was calculated on the basis of the MR LT hexamer model alone prior to any DNA building, showing the dsDNA density with clear nucleotide base steps running through the central channel. The map was calculated as follows (also described in the Materials and methods session). The MR solution model of the LT hexamer was partially deleted on the β-hairpin and DRF loop residues facing the central channel to avoid model bias for the residues that potentially interact with DNA in the channel. The partially deleted MR LT hexamer model was used for calculations of the initial phases and for mask calculation for NCS averaging. Two-domain six-fold NCS averaging was then performed, using a tight mask so that a large central channel space where DNA is located was masked out during NCS averaging, which will avoid averaging the DNA density out in the central channel. The resulting NCS averaged map was drawn here at sigma level 1, which shows the clear DNA base steps in the central channel. (**B**, **C**) The AT-half origin DNA inside the hexamer channel (**B**), and the corresponding DNA sequence (**C**), with the Bromo-labeled dC (Br-dC at position 12) indicated (colored in green). (**D**, **E**) Difference Fourier map of the anomalous data collected from the LT-DNA co-crystals containing the Bromo-labeled dC (Br-dC) DNA at the 12th dC position as shown in (**C**). The map was drawn with contour sigma level 2.0, showing a strong peak (viewing from two angles) at the expected location for the labeled dC, confirming the DNA orientation and register in the hexamer channel.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.008](10.7554/eLife.18129.008)

DNA structure inside the hexamer channel {#s2-3}
----------------------------------------

The entire AT-half origin dsDNA sequence built into the hexamer channel of LT is shown in [Figure 2A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (also [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}), with one LT subunit bound to the 32-bp EP-half origin taken from the LT131 dimer-dsDNA structure shown in [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for comparison (see [Figure 1---figure supplement 1B](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"} for the dimer structure). The DNA orientation and register is further verified by using Bromo-labeled dC (Br-dC) DNA in the co-crystal structure ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). Bps 1--15 of the origin dsDNA are located outside the channel; bps 6--23 are within the Zn-domain channel; bps 24--26 are in the central chamber (a wide chamber); and bps 27--32 are within the AAA+ channel ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The dsDNA segment bps 1--24 is in B-form, while a stretch of A-T base pairs, most of which are within the AAA+ channel lined by the β-hairpins and DRF loops, is severely deformed (bps 25--32, [Figure 2A,B,D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), disrupting the base paring to yield locally melted duplex DNA. The narrow parts of the hexamer channel in the AAA+ domain, lined by the β-hairpins and DRF loops, is between 14--19 Å ([Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which is narrower than the diameter of the B-form DNA. The B-form DNA segment has approximately 19--20 Å distances between its two phosphate backbones. However, the backbone distances in the deformed DNA segment (bps 25--32) are mostly in the range of 15--16 Å. The minor groove within this deformed stretch hasbackbone distances of around 4.5--5.0 Å, also much narrower than that of the B-form DNA segment, whichhas the distances around 7.2--10.0 Å. One major consequence of the closer phosphate backbone distance within the stretch of deformed DNA is the disruption of normal Watson-Crick base-paring within the duplex ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Below, we describe the detailed structural features and the protein-DNA interactions along the central channel in the N- to C- direction.

dsDNA interactions with the N-terminal Zn-domain {#s2-4}
------------------------------------------------

The LT hexamer channel around the N-terminal Zn-domain has an opening of approximately 21 Å between the side chains at its narrowest point, which widens greatly towards the central chamber. The entire channel length from the Zn-domain to the C-terminal DRF-loop is approximately 60 Å ([Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), encompassing a total of 17 bps of oriDNA bound within the helicase channel ([Figure 2A,B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The Zn-domain channel interacts with 8 bps of this oriDNA, all through the phosphate backbones of the DNA.

Within the Zn-domain region, the dsDNA is in B-form and fits through the channel tightly, with its two phosphate backbones interacting with charged or polar amino acids in the channel surface ([Figure 3A--F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, each of the two DNA backbones interact with nearly identical sets of amino acid residues (N267, K331, N332, K334 and T335) that come from different subunits (subunits i-vi) and that are arranged in different orientations ([Figure 3C--F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Specifically, the 5'→3' ssDNA interacts with a set of residues from N→C domain of the helicase containing: N267 of subunit i and ii, K331 of i, ii, and iii, N332 of ii, iii, and iv, and T335 of iv and v ([Figure 3C--D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Its complementary strand (also from 5'→3' direction), interacts with a similar set of residues but from different subunits: K334 of i and ii, T335 of i and vi, N332 of v and vi, and N332 and K331 of v ([Figure 3E--F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, despite their opposite orientations, the two antiparallel ssDNA strands of the B-form DNA interact with two different sets of but chemically identical, amino acids along the channel surface of the Zn-domain. In other words, these two sets of amino acid residues make near identical bond interactions with DNA phosphate backbones running in either the 5'→3' or 3'→5' orientation.10.7554/eLife.18129.009Figure 3.Detailed interactions of origin DNA with the Zn-domain of LT.([**A**]{.smallcaps}, **B**) Two different views of dsDNA inside the LT hexameric channel, one with two complete subunits out of six (**A**) and the other with the DNA-binding residues on the Zn and AAA+ domains of all six subunits (**B**). (**C**, **D**) Two views tshowing the detailed interactions of the 5'→3' DNA strand with LT residues inside the Z-domain channel from the N→C direction. The six subunits are labeled as i, ii, iii, iv, v, vi. The residues contacting the DNA are shown as sticks. (**E**, **F**) Two views showing the detailed interactions of the 3'→5' DNA strand with LT residues inside the Z-domain channel from the N→C direction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.009](10.7554/eLife.18129.009)

dsDNA interactions with the C-terminal AAA+ domain {#s2-5}
--------------------------------------------------

The central channel narrows down to a much smaller opening at the AAA+ domain where the β-hairpins and the DRF loops are arranged in near-planar rings ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4---figure supplement 1A](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). The channel segment composed of β-hairpins and the DRF loops is approximately 22 Å in length, and binds 6 bps of deformed dsDNA (bps 27--32, plus the 3'-T overhang, [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The planar arrangement of the β-hairpins and DRF loops of LT observed in this dsDNA-bound structure and the previously reported apo-structures ([@bib19]; [@bib29]; [@bib30]; [@bib56])([Figure 4---figure supplement 1A,B](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}) are in sharp contrast to the staircase β-hairpins reported for the E1 helicase in the ssDNA-bound ([@bib11]) and apo-structure ([@bib42]) ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1C--D](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). In the ssDNA-bound E1 structure, each of the six spirally arranged β-hairpins of the E1 hexamer has similar interactions with a spirally shaped six-nucleotide oligo-dT via the phosphate backbones of the ssDNA ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1C](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

The planar arrangement of the six β-hairpins and DRF loops in the dsDNA-bound hexamer structure of LT is nearly identical to that in the DNA-free LT hexamer structure, including the channel openings and the conformations of the β-hairpins and DRF loops ([Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Because this stretch of channel is clearly narrower than the dimension of B-form dsDNA, the dsDNA bound inside has to be deformed in order to fit through the smaller channel. As a result, the two backbones in this segment are closer to each other than in standard B-form dsDNA; this deformation is a consequence of compression by two opposing subunits of the hexamer around the narrow channel. The deformation of DNA should also be assisted by its interactions with residues on the β-hairpins and DRF loops in the channel walls ([Figure 4A--F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). When the two phosphate backbones are compressed by the β-hairpins and the DRF loops, the base-pairs within the duplex are forced to flip outward, leading to the local melting of the dsDNA ([Figure 4A--F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.18129.010Figure 4.Detailed interactions of origin DNA with the AAA+ domain.(**A**, **C**, **E**) Detailed interactions of DNA with three pairs of subunits within the LT hexamer: subunit pair **i** & **iv** (**A**), **ii** & **v** (**C**), and **iii** & **vi** (**E**). The β-hairpin residues K512/H513 and DRF loop residues D455/R456/F459 that bind to the DNA are labeled. (**B**, **D**, **F**) The detailed interactions of the oriDNA with the same three pairs of LT subunits shown in (**A**) \[matching **B**\], (**C**) \[matching **D**\], and (**E**) \[matching **F**\]. Dashed lines indicate hydrogen-bond interactions between LT residues and DNA (in the stick model). Some of LT residues are 5--7 Å away from DNA, and would be suitable for the water-mediated formation of hydrogen bonding. In addition, a number of LT residues are within Van der Waals distance of the bound DNA, forming hydrophobic packing interactions; these residues include K512 of subunit **i** (**i**-K512), **i**-F459, **iv**-F459, **ii**-F459, **v**-F459, **vi**-F459, and **vi**-H513. The dislocated bases in the disrupted bases-pairs (in the partially melted DNA region) are drawn in thick sticks, with the DNA sequences of this region shown to the left of panel **B**. The structure shows clearly that identical residues on different subunits make unique contacts with the phosphate backbones and the major or minor gr oves of the DNA; this is possible due to the near-planar arrangement of the six subunits.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.010](10.7554/eLife.18129.010)10.7554/eLife.18129.011Figure 4---figure supplement 1.The planar and staircase arrangements of β-hairpins in the hexamer structures of LT and E1.(**A**) The near-planar arrangement of the six β-hairpins (indicated by an arrow) in the hexamer channel of LT. Such near-planar arrangement is maintained in all the structures of LT hexamer determined to date, regardless of their dsDNA-bound or DNA-free states. (**B**) A close-up view of the near-planar arrangement of the six LT β-hairpins from (**A**), with H513 on the β-hairpin tip shown in sticks. The close-up view reveals that the six H513 and β-hairpins have no real six-fold symmetry. However, a near-planar arrangement is obvious when compared with the staircase arrangement shown in (C). (**C**) The staircase arrangement of the six β-hairpins (and the tip His residue) in the E1 hexameric channel, showing a six-nucleotide ssDNA (in thin sticks) with each of the six nucleotides havingsimilar interactions with the six β-hairpins (PDBid: 2GXA). (**D**) Alignment of the β-hairpins in the central channel of E1 hexamer structures in the ssDNA-bound state (PDBid: 2GXA, in green) and the DNA-free state (PDBid: 2V9P, in orange), showing the same staircase arrangement for the β-hairpins, regardless of ssDNA-bound or ssDNA-free state.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.011](10.7554/eLife.18129.011)

The major residues interacting with dsDNA in the AAA+ domain include K512 and H513 on the β-hairpins, and residues D455, R456, and F459 (DRF) on the DRF loops ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). All six subunits use these same residues to interact with DNA, but on each subunit, these residues contact DNA differently as a consequence of the near-planar arrangement of the β-hairpins and DRF loops ([Figure 4B, D, F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The β-hairpin residues K512/H513 from the subunit pairs ii + v ([Figure 4C,D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and iii + vi ([Figure 4E,F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) more or less impinge on the two DNA backbones from opposite sides, while the DRF loop residues D455/R456/F459 from the subunit pairs i + iv ([Figure 4A,B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and ii + v ([Figure 4C,D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) act on the phosphate backbones similarly, pushing the two phosphate backbones within this region closer to each other. This may be sufficient to destabilize the Watson-Crick base-pairing, forcing the bases to flip outward. Thus, these amino acids on the β-hairpins and DRF-loops from different LT subunits interact with the deformed DNA from the major and minor grooves as well as the phosphate backbones ([Figure 4A--F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).10.7554/eLife.18129.012Table 2.The central channel dimensions at the β-hairpins and DRF loops in the hexamer structures of various nucleotide-bound states determined previously and in the DNA-bound state reported here.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.012](10.7554/eLife.18129.012)Between β-hairpin tip residues K512 and H513\
(Å)Between DRF loop tip residues D455 and R456\
(Å)dsDNA-bound ADP-hexamer (this report)19.5, 19.9, 20.114.8, 14.8, 15.0dsDNA-free ADP-hexamer (PDB:1SVL)11.6, 13.1, 14.614.0, 16.0, 18.3dsDNA-free ATP-hexamer (PDB:1SVM)6.90, 7.40, 8.907.90, 8.30, 8.30dsDNA-free Empty hexamer (PDB:1N25)14.517.9

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Hexameric helicases in prokaryotic DNA replication are loaded onto ssDNA generated at the origin by the action of DnaA \[reviewed by [@bib39])\] and references therein), whereashelicases in eukaryotic DNA replication systems (such as MCM and SV40 LT) form a double hexamer at the replication origin dsDNA, which must be melted in order to propagate fully opened bi-directional forks ([@bib3]; [@bib14]; [@bib21]; [@bib41]; [@bib50]; [@bib52]; [@bib53]). How eukaryotic origin dsDNA is melted by the hexamer/double hexamer helicase is unclear. Here, we reported a co-crystal structure of an ADP-bound LT hexameric helicase with a 32-bp AT-rich origin dsDNA inside its central channel. The structure reveals detailed molecular interactions of the hexameric helicase with the origin DNA sequence within the hexamer channel. While the majority of the origin dsDNA in the larger N-terminal portion of LT hexamer is in B-form, the AT-rich sequence bound within the narrow AAA+ channel segment is partially melted, revealing a probable origin-melting mechanism.

Comparing the dsDNA-bound and DNA-free apo-structures of the LT hexamer {#s3-1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Interestingly, the DNA-bound and DNA-free forms of the LT hexameric helicase structures are largely the same. This includes both the small opening of the hexamer channel in the AAA+ domain and the near-planar arrangement of the six subunits, β-hairpins, and DRF loops in the central channel. Several DNA-free hexameric structures of the LT helicase domain have been reported previously, including the structures of three different nucleotide (nt)-bound states: the empty form alone or in complex with other proteins ([@bib29]; [@bib30]; [@bib56]); the ADP-form, with all six nt pockets occupied by ADP, and the ATP-form, with all six nt pockets occupied by ADP-BeF~3~^-^ ([@bib19]). These different DNA-free hexameric structures reveal substantial concerted conformational changes for the six β-hairpins and DRF loops within and along the central channel of LT hexamer, but the overall conformations of these hexamers are quite similar ([@bib19]; [@bib29]; [@bib30]; [@bib56]). Subsequent comparisons of the dsDNA-bound and DNA-free LT hexameric helicase structures, both in the ADP-form, show that these structural features are essentially maintained regardless of DNA binding. This strongly suggests that the binding of dsDNA in the central channel, per se, has no major impact on the overall conformation of the protein hexamer. Obviously, it is the conformational state of the protein hexamer that determines the conformation of the bound dsDNA. By extension, the cyclic conformational changes of hexameric LT are expected to drive the remodeling of the bound dsDNA, as shown by the different nt-bound states: ATP-binding shrinks the central channel further than ADP-binding and triggers large β-hairpin movement inside the central channel ([@bib19]).

By contrast, even though the E1 hexameric helicase shows a staircase arrangement of the six β-hairpins instead of a planar arrangement, the staircase conformation is observed in the E1 ssDNA-free structure and further maintained in the E1 ssDNA-bound structure. This evidence provides another example of how protein conformations in the DNA-free form may provide insight into how these proteins interact with DNA ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1C--D](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib11]; [@bib42]). Interestingly, the co-crystal structures of the prokaryotic helicase DnaB and the Rho RNA translocase, in complex with ssDNA and ssRNA, respectively, also reveal a spiral-like arrangement of their entire six subunits ([@bib22]; [@bib49]), suggesting that these hexameric helicases/translocases may bind single-stranded nucleic acids using a spiral arrangement.

How then, are we able to reconcile the near-planar conformation of the β-hairpins observed in the LT hexameric helicase with the staircase conformations observed in E1 and other hexameric helicases? One simple explanation could be that planar β-hairpins in the LT-dsDNA structure and staircase β-hairpins in the E1-ssDNA structure represent two distinct stages of DNA replication. The LT-dsDNA structure may correspond to a pre-initiation hexameric complex that is assembled at the origin before it propagates into full replication forks; whereas, the E1-ssDNA structure may represent a hexameric helicase encircling a single strand of DNA for later-stage replication fork unwinding ([@bib12]; [@bib28]). This simple explanation would then imply an ability of LT and E1 to switch between the planar and staircase conformations, even though only one conformation has been consistently observed in structures of either protein determined to date. It is possible that the crystallographic packing somehow selectively traps the β-hairpins in the planar conformation for LT and the staircase conformation for E1, despite the crystallization buffer condition. One other major difference between E1 and LT is that E1 requires the assistance of an E2 protein for origin assembly \[reviewed by [@bib32]) and references therein\], whereas LT alone is sufficient for origin assembly. However, we cannot completely rule out the possibility of other potential mechanistic differences in origin assembly and origin melting by LT and by E1 helicases.

A mechanism for origin melting: squeeze-to-open {#s3-2}
-----------------------------------------------

In all determined hexameric helicase structures of LT, including the mutiple DNA-free structures reported previously ([@bib19]; [@bib29]; [@bib30]; [@bib56]) and the dsDNA-bound structure reported here, the channel opening within the N-terminal Zn-domain remains the same, whiereas the opening of the AAA+ domain channel around the β-hairpins and DRF loops vary by between 14--19Å ([Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). It is apparent that the helicase conformations dictate the conformation of the bound DNA inside the hexameric channel. Specifically, when the origin dsDNA is bound inside the narrower segment of the channel lined by the β-hairpins and DRF loops of LT, the two phosphate backbones will be remodeled according to the size and shape of the hexameric channel. The remodeling process involves the \'squeezing\' or compressing force of the β-hairpins and DRF loops pushing the two phosphate backbones closer to each other, forcing the Watson-Crick base-pairs between the two backbones to flip outwards, leading to base-pair disruption and base flipping in the AT-rich region ([Figure 4A--F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the co-crystal structure suggests that these locally melted origin base-pairs are probably the consequence of a \'squeezing\' by the narrower channel formed upon the completion of the hexamer assembly, rather than a more intuitive pulling or prying apart of the two strands. The K512/H513 residues on the β-hairpins and the D455/R456/F459 residues on the DRF loops of the AAA+ domain not only apply the \'squeezing\' action to the two phosphate backbones directly, but also interact with the DNA from both the major and minor groove to generate the deformation and local melting ([Figure 4A--F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

While the hexamer-dsDNA complex structure reported here has a near-planar ring of six subunits, the possibility of changing from spiral intermediate assembly to the final planar hexamer also exists. Such conformational conversion has previously been proposed to provide energy for origin melting ([@bib1]; [@bib33]; [@bib43]). No spiral assembly of hexamer/double-hexamer helicases on dsDNA has been reported, but spiral assembly of hexameric helicases on ssDNA has been reported for E1, DnaB, and Rho ([@bib11]; [@bib22]; [@bib49]). In the co-crystal structure of the LT131 dimer-oriDNA intermediate assembly ([@bib6]), the helicase domains of the two subunits are positioned side-by-side, whereas the two β-hairpin H513 of the dimer interact with the minor groove of the oriDNA with a partially spiral arrangement along the helical groove ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and inset). If additional LT subunits were to be added to the dimer without changing direction, it would generate a slightly offset hexamer that resembles a lock-washer ring more closely than the closed planar hexamer structure shown in this report. If such a partial helical assembly intermediate of the helicase domain were to be converted to a closed planar hexamer upon completion of a hexamer formation, additional snapping force would be generated, facilitating origin melting in the AT-rich sequence within the narrow channel.10.7554/eLife.18129.013Figure 5.A model for the assembly pathway of the LT double hexamer complex on the viral origin DNA (oriDNA).(**A**) The assembly of the intermediate complex containing LT dimer bound to each half of the oriDNA, as predicted on the basis of the co-crystal structure of the LT dimer and EP-oriDNA complex (PDBid: 4GDF). The four PENs (penta-nucleotides) and the pseudo-PENs recognized by OBD are colored in red and blue. In this dimer intermediate, PEN2/PEN2' near the center are not bound by the OBD from the bound LT dimer, probably because the linker to the helicase domain anchored to the AT-rich origin is too short for the OBD to reach PEN2. Dimerization of LT is not through the ODB, but through the helicase domains. The H513 of the β-hairpin (β-HP) and R456/F459 of the DRF-loop contacting the oriDNA are shown in the boxed inset. The oriDNA is not distorted or meltedin this intermediate complex. (**B**) Assembly of two head-head hexamers from the dimer intermediate in (**A**), which forms a near-planar closed-ring instead of the lock-washer open-ring, as predicted based on the hexamer-oriDNA structure here and the prior EM studies ([@bib7]; [@bib52]). The origin sequences at the bottom are aligned to the known binding locations on the LT double hexamer, in which the AT-rich sequences of the AT/EP halves are bound by the helicase domain. Red stars indicate the melted/distorted AT-rich sequences as identified biochemically upon assembly of LT double hexamer in the presence of ATP ([@bib2]; [@bib3]). The same studies also showed that the melting of the AT-half origin is much less extensive if ADP was used instead of ATP, even though both ADP and ATP induced similar melting on the EP-half origin. Green stars indicate the melted/distorted sequence in the co-crystal structure of the ADP-bound LT hexamer in complex with the AT-half origin (with the two smaller stars indicating less distortion). It is expected that when the changes in LT conformation are coupled to the binding/hydrolysis of cyclic ATP, the extensively melted/distorted oriDNA will be propagated to form a pair of replication forks and thus to initiate DNA replication.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.013](10.7554/eLife.18129.013)10.7554/eLife.18129.014Figure 5---figure supplement 1.The alignment of the structures of SV40-origin DNA bound to OBD alone (LT131-259) and to the OBD-helicase domain (LT131-627) of LT.The alignment is based on the origin DNA sequences in the structures with the 64-bp core origin sequence shown at the top. (**A**) The full core origin sequence of SV40. The EP-half (left) and AT-half (right) origin are capable of supporting hexamer assembly. The four PENs (in red and pink) and the newly identified pseudo-PEN (in blue) are recognized by OBD. The AT-rich sequence interacts with the helicase domain. (**B**) Structures of the four PENs bound by individual OBDs, (**C**) the full EP-half origin bound by dimeric LT131-627, and (D) the full AT-half origin bound by hexameric LT131-627. For comparison between the dimeric and hexameric LT131-627, the EP-half origin bound to the dimeric LT131-627 is aligned to the right side with the AT-half. LT131-627 (containing the OBD-helicase domain) is capable of forming a hexamer on each half origin and a double hexamer on a full-origin. Note that when a full hexamer is assembled on each half origin, only the helicase domain hexamerizes, the six OBDs are disordered in the structure, possibly because of the dynamic competition for binding to the three available binding sites (two PENs and one pseudo-PEN). When the LT131-627 dimer is bound to an half origin, only the helicase domain dimerizes, and the two OBD domains that are bound to PEN1 and pseudo-PEN separately, with an 180° inversion, do not interact with each other.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.014](10.7554/eLife.18129.014)

Biochemistry studies have shown that the melting of the EP- and AT- halves of the origin can be induced by the assembly of LT onto the origin dsDNA in the presence of ATP or ADP, without the need for ATP hydrolysis ([@bib3]). Interestingly, even though the melting of the EP-half origin is similar in the presence of ATP or ADP, the melting of the AT-half origin is much less profound with ADP than it is with ATP ([@bib3]), indicating the intrinsic differences in melting between the two halves of the origin. The LT-origin dsDNA complex structure presented here corroborates these biochemical studies and provides direct structural data showing the locally melted region of the AT-half of the origin with ADP binding. We were never able to obtain dsDNA co-crystals in the presence of ATP, and so we were unable to compare AT-half origin melting with ATP versus that with ADP binding at a structural level. Because a previous report showed that the ATP-bound LT hexamer has a central channel that is about 3--5 Å narrower than the ADP-bound hexamer ([@bib19]), it is conceivable that ATP-binding would generate more extensive melting of the AT-rich origin. We did obtain co-crystals of hexameric LT with the EP-half origin dsDNA, but the diffraction quality was poor and we were unable to obtain high-resolution structural data to describe the melting EP-half in order to compare the intrinsic differences between the EP- and AT- halves of the origin in terms of hexamer formation and the associated remodeling of the origin.

The assembly path of a LT hexamer/double hexamer on origin DNA {#s3-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

With the co-crystal structures of the LT dimer bound to the EP-half origin and the hexamer bound to the AT-half origin determined to date, we can begin to postulate a pathway for LT assembly at the origin ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). At the initial stage of LT assembly, a LT dimer binds to each half of the origin through initial OBD interactions with PEN1 and a newly identified pseudo-PEN site ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This allows the AAA+ domain to contact, via β-hairpin and DRF loop residues, the AT-rich sequences of the AT- and EP-halves of the origin through charge and DNA shape readouts ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} inset) ([@bib6]). The importance of this interaction of origin DNA with β-hairpin residues H513 and K512 is consistent with previous studies showing that mutations in these residues abolish origin melting by LT ([@bib27]). Furthermore, mutations of the E1 helicase equivalent His residue, H507 of E1, also abolish origin melting by E1 ([@bib31]; [@bib44]). Even though no stable trimer or tetramer intermediates of LT-oriDNA were observed, the formation of the stable LT dimer-oriDNA intermediate complex does not cause origin DNA distortion or melting ([@bib6]). Interestingly, previous biochemical evidence has suggested that E1 helicase formed a trimer intermediate complex instead of a dimer on each half of the origin DNA, which melts the origin DNA before hexamer/double hexamer formation ([@bib31]).

The LT dimer-oriDNA intermediate complex formed on the AT- and EP-halves of the origin can then act as a nucleation event that recruits new subunits to form the ring-shaped hexamer/double hexamer around the oriDNA ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The helicase domains of each hexamer then bind to the AT-rich sequences, while the six OBDs take on dynamic conformations, loosely interacting with the limited number of PEN/pseudo-PEN sites. Upon completion of LT hexamer/double hexamer assembly, the helicase domains of the six LT subunits form a tight, near-planar ring, rather than a spiral conformation, around the dsDNA. Concurrent with the assembly of this ring with a narrow central channel around the AT-rich sequences , local origin melting within the helicase domain may be achieved as a result of the formation of the narrow channel, which consists of the β-hairpins and DRF loops. The narrow channel compresses (or squeezes) the two phosphate backbones of the dsDNA to distort and melt the origin DNA. It is possible that more helical subunits are added to adimer intermediate, which converts to a planar arrangement once a full hexamer is formed, a process that could provide further energy for distorting/melting the oriDNA.

Models with spiral assembly by LT have been proposed previously ([@bib1]; [@bib33]); in these models, which are based on structural studies using OBD alone binding to its PEN (GAGGC) recognition sequence, propose that the OBD domain assembles into a spiral conformation. Several co-crystal studies of the isolated OBD domain of LT (or E1) have revealed how individual OBD recognizes the PEN DNA sequences ([@bib1]; [@bib13]; [@bib33]; [@bib35]): individual OBDs do not interact with each other, but bind tightly to the PENs using the same interactions ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1A,B](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). However, the OBDs in the hexameric LT131-oriDNA complex structure do not bind to the PENs and are disordered ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1D](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). The disordered OBDs in the hexamer complex also differ from the well-ordered OBDs of the LT131 dimer-oriDNA complex ([@bib6]), in which one OBD (OBD1) binds to PEN1 and the other OBD (OBD2) bind to a pseudo-PEN site with about 180° rotation ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1B](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 5---figure supplement 1C](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}), with no interactions between the two OBDs. However, the helicase domains of the same two LT molecules bind to the AT-rich oriDNA as a tight dimer with about 60° rotation to each other. This structure of LT131 dimer-oriDNA suggests that, when OBD is linked to the helicase domain, the binding of two OBDs to PEN/pseudo-PEN probably functions to coordinate with the binding of the helicase domain to the AT-rich sequences where the initial melting occurs. Furthermore, when a complete closed hexameric ring is assembled around each half origin, it creates a problem of six OBDs with only three available binding sites (PEN1, PEN2 and one pseudo-PEN). The disordered OBDs in the hexamer-oriDNA structure indicate that OBD1 and OBD2 of the initial dimer-oriDNA intermediate no longer bind to oriDNA tightly, probably because of competition for limited binding sites among the six OBDs. This provides an explanation for the lack of well-defined electron density for the six OBDs in the hexamer structure, which is also consistent with our prior low-resolution EM studies showing the flexibility of the OBDs in the central part of the double hexamer structure ([@bib7]; [@bib52]).

In summary, the complex structure of the LT hexamer assembled on its partially melted origin dsDNA provides the first view of the detailed atomic interactions between a hexameric initiator/helicase and oriDNA, and yields novel insights into a possible mechanism of origin melting. To convert this partially melted origin to a fully opened origin, represented by a pair of replication forks, the melted ssDNA must find a way to exit the hexameric channel, as LT has been shown to translocate preferentially along one ssDNA during unwinding ([@bib55]) and E1 has been shown to bind ssDNA ([@bib11]). But LT unwinding activity can bypass a polypeptide road-block (similar to the size of a ssDNA) cross-linked to DNA substrates, suggesting that LT hexamers have sufficient plasticity to alter their conformation around DNA and allow the passage of ssDNA without falling apart ([@bib55]). At present, we have no data regarding this process that might reveal how the initial melting of oriDNA propagates into fully open replication forks. Nevertheless, the partially melted AT-half origin within the LT helicase channel may represent a snapshot of the initially melted origin primed for further propagation into two bi-directional forks in the SV40 viral replication system and in other related eukaryotic replicons.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Cloning, expression, and purification of LT {#s4-1}
-------------------------------------------

LT construct 131--627 (LT131) ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) was cloned in a pGEX-6p-1 vector as a GST fusion to the N-terminus of LT. The LT protein was purified as previously described ([@bib20]). Briefly, the GST fusion protein was purified by glutathione affinity chromatography, followed by precision protease digestion to release LT from the GST. Gel filtration chromatography using Superdex-200 on FPLC was used to further purify the LT protein, which was concentrated to 10--20 mg/ml and stored at --80°C for crystallization.

DNA preparation for co-crystallization {#s4-2}
--------------------------------------

The AT-half origin dsDNA ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) was prepared by annealing 5'-GGCCTCGGCC TCTGCATAAA TAAAAAAAAT TAT-3' and 5'-TAATTTTTTT TATTTATGCA GAGGCCGAGG CCT-3' as described below. The oligonucleotides (Operon) were purified through a Mono Q ion exchange column. The two purified oligonucleotides were mixed at a 1:1 molar ratio and annealed by heating to 90°C followed by slow cooling to room temperature over 30 min. Gel filtration chromatography using Superdex 75 was used to separate dsDNA from unannealed ssDNA. Purified dsDNA was concentrated to \~200 nM and stored at --20°C for co-crystallization.

Helicase assay of preformed stable complex of LT with origin DNA {#s4-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------

It was reported previously that the full length LT in a preformed complex with oriDNA is active in unwinding the oriDNA ([@bib51]). In order to test whether the LT131-627 construct in a preformed complex with oriDNA is also active in unwinding oriDNA, we carried out helicase assays of the preformed LT131-oriDNA complex and the un-preformed LT131-oriDNA mixture. To obtain the preformed LT131-oriDNA complex, LT131 protein and a 146-bp dsDNA containing the SV40 core origin sequence was mixed in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mg/mL BSA and 1mM DTT, and the mixture was incubated for 60 min at 20°C to allow LT to bind to the oriDNA. Then, 4 mM ATP was added to the mixture for another 30 min incubation to allow ATP binding (but no hydrolysis in the absence of Mg^2+^) locking in the LT hexamer. Such preformed LT-oriDNA complex is stable for up to six hours without obvious dissociation ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To start the unwinding reaction, 10 mM MgCl~2~ was added to the preformed LT131 hexamer-oriDNA complex and the mixture was incubated at 37°C for 45 min. The reaction was terminated by adding 0.1% SDS, 25mM EDTA and 10% glycerol, and the reaction mixture was analyzed on 12% native polyacrylamide gel in 1X TBE buffer. As a control, the unwinding assay was also conducted side-by-side with un-preformed LT-oriDNA complex, in which reaction cocktails missing LT and Mg^2+^ were mixed on ice right before the unwinding assay (to prevent formation of LT-oriDNA complex), with the MgCl~2~ and LT protein added last to initiate the reaction.

Co-crystallization and data collection {#s4-4}
--------------------------------------

LT131 was mixed with the purified AT-half or EP-half origin dsDNA at a molar ratio of 6:1 (LT monomers: dsDNA) in the presence of 1mM ADP or ATP. Crystals with the same space group and cell dimensions were obtained only in the presence of ADP using the hanging drop method in a buffer containing 70 mM Hepes pH 7, 40 mM MgCl~2~, 5 mM MnCl~2~, and 10 mM DTT at 4°C. Crystals were transferred to the same buffer with the addition of 20% MPD for flash freezing with liquid nitrogen. Crystal diffraction data were collected at synchrotron beamlines at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Argonne National Laboratory. The datasets were processed using HKL2000; the statistics are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

Structure determination and refinement {#s4-5}
--------------------------------------

The initial phases of the structure were solved by molecular replacement (MR) using the LT helicase domain structure in the ADP-bound form (PDB code 1SVL) as the search model with the program PHASER, which located a hexamer in one asymmetric unit. The electron density map calculated using the MR solution model of LT revealed some DNA electron density in the central channel, which was not very well featured at this stage. We improved the electron density map through six-fold multi-domain NCS averaging (i.e. separating the helicase domain into the Zn-domain and the AAA+ domain for two-domain six-fold NCS averaging) with solvent flattening prior to any DNA model building, using the CCP4 program DMMULTI. For NCS averaging, the residues on these β-hairpins and the loops (in particular, residues 330--340 of the Zn-domain, 509--518 of the β-hairpins, and 452--463 of the DRF loop) facing the central channel were deleted from the MR model for two major purposes. The first purpose was to avoid model bias because these β-hairpin and loop residues may have different conformations due to interactions with DNA. The second purpose was to calculate a tight mask (1.0 Å radius from atoms) covering the LT model with the central residues/loops deleted for NCS averaging. This was done so that the central channel space, where the DNA is located, would be completely masked out for NCS averaging, crucial for revealing the unbiased DNA density in the NCS averaged map. The mask was smoothed and islands inside the mask were removed using program MAMA in the RAVE suite ([@bib25]). The six-fold NCS averaging (50 cycles) using the improved tight mask yielded a greatly improved electron density map in the central channel, which revealed clear base-pair steps in the helical nature of the DNA density in the central channel ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). This NCS averaged map was used to build the model ofthe DNA and the deleted residues/loops of LT in the central channel using program \'O\'. However, for the fuzzy density of the N-terminal OBD, no significant improvement was achieved. The six OBD domains were only be visible as six blobs of density at low sigma level near, but not touching, the DNA density in the center. As a result, OBDs could not be built into the structure model.

The initially built model was refined by simulated annealing using Phenix, and the refined model was used for further reiterative model building and refinement. While all 32-bp steps of the AT-half sequence were visible on the NCS averaged electron density map, we built all 32-bp, plus the two 3'-T overhang ([Figure 2A,B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 1---figure supplement 1C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). While all the DNA base pairs show strong electron densities, the density for the phosphate backbone is weaker, possibly because of the NCS-averaging effect of the six LT subunits. All the deleted LT residues in the central channel were rebuilt back into the model. The DNA register in the final model was confirmed using Bromo-dC labeled dsDNA ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1B--E](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). The DNA register is also consistent with both the complex structure of LT131 dimer bound to the EP-half origin ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib6]) and the biochemistry data on origin DNA binding ([@bib23]; [@bib24]; [@bib48]). The final model containing the LT helicase domain and a 32-bp origin DNA from the LT131 construct has very good refinement and geometry statistics, as shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.
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###### The detailed interactions between oriDNA and the Zn-domain channel of LT hexamer helicase.

The oriDNA sequences interacting with the Zn-channel of LT are indicated by a black bar on the right panel. The abbreviations and signs in the summary table are as follows:Arrow → donates the interactions between the indicated LT amino acids with the specific DNA residues through the Pi (phosphate via charge or hydrogen bond) from the major groove (MaGv), minor groove (MiGv), or/and directly on the DNA backbones (BkBn).

**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.015](10.7554/eLife.18129.015)
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###### Detailed interactions between oriDNA and the AAA+ domain channel of LT hexamer helicase.

The oriDNA sequences interacting with the β-hairpin and DRF-loop of LT AAA+ domain are indicated by a green bar on the right panel. The abbreviations and signs in the summary table are as follows: Arrow → donates the interactions between the indicated LT amino acids with the specific DNA residues through the Pi (phosphate via charge or hydrogen bond), bs (base via hydrophobic or hydrogen bond), or bb (backbone via Van der Waals), from the major groove (MaGv), minor groove (MiGv), or/and directly on the DNA backbones (BkBn).

**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.18129.016](10.7554/eLife.18129.016)
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"The structure of SV40 Large T hexameric helicase in complex with AT-rich origin DNA\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by two peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by a Reviewing Editor, Stephen P. Bell, and Jessica Tyler as the Senior Editor. The reviewers have opted to remain anonymous.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

General assessment:

This study describes the structure of the SV40 Large T-antigen (SV40 LTag) hexamer bound to double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) derived from one half of the SV40 origin of replication. SV40 LTag is required for recognition and unwinding of SV40 origin of replication DNA. SV40 LTag and the eukaryotic replicative DNA helicase, the Mcm2-7 complex, both form a double hexamer around the dsDNA prior to replication initiation. Thus, how SV40 LTag initiates DNA melting could be related to the same event in eukaryotic cells. Similar to previous structures of SV40 LTag, the authors observe a hexameric structure in a planar configuration with each subunit being in a similar conformation. The associated DNA is in a typical B-form conformation across most of its length but becomes deformed and partially melted in a narrow portion of the AAA+ domain of SV40 LTag, a region that would be near the interface of the two hexamers in the double hexamer (but the structure reported is of a single LTag hexamer). This deformation suggests that DNA melting is caused by a \"squeezing\" rather than a \"pulling\"/\"prying\" mechanism. By providing a view of a hexameric helicase surrounding well-defined dsDNA, this structure offers important new insights and the mechanism for DNA melting proposed has interesting implication for the mechanisms involved in DNA replication initiation for both SV40 (and related viruses) and eukaryotic cells.

Central conclusions:

1\) The DNA bound and non-DNA bound structures of SV40 LTag are similar.

2\) A subset of the dsDNA bound to the SV40 LTag hexamer is in a partially denatured conformation.

3\) This partial denaturation is proposed to be the result of compression of the two DNA strands resulting in the associated bases flipping out of the dsDNA helix.

Required revisions:

1\) The authors should make the interactions between the amino acids and the DNA more clear in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. It is not clear whether the authors are proposing specific interactions between the protein and the DNA or not in this portion of the structure. In [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the authors clearly illustrate the interactions they believe are occurring between the DNA and the protein. In contrast, in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} the relevant interactions are not delineated. Is this because of an absence of specific interactions with the DNA in this region? This question should be clarified by the authors.

2\) The authors\' model proposes that squeezing rather than a specific pushing or flipping of the bases out of the double helix is responsible for the partial denaturation. It is important to note, however, that specific interactions between the protein and the bases could have occurred prior to the structure captured. The best way to address this possibility would be to test mutants in DRF loops or K512/H513 amino acids and see how they effect initial DNA unwinding (e.g. using KMnO4 sensitivity). Without such mutants, the authors should discuss the possibility that there are more specific pushing or prying mechanisms that drive the partial melting but are not observed in the structure captured.

3\) The authors should discuss their data and its implications for the mechanism of initiation more thoroughly. If melting occurs in the context of a planar SV40 LTag ring, then one of the resulting ssDNAs must exit this channel subsequently, as there is clear evidence that the final SV40 LTag helicase unwinds DNA while encircling ssDNA (Yardimci et al., 2012). Given the similarity between E1 and SV40 origin binding proteins, the authors should compare their findings to those made addressing DNA unwinding by the E1 helicase (e.g. Schnuck and Stenlund, 2010 and Liu et al., 2007). Finally, the authors should do a better job of explaining where initial DNA melting occurs at the SV40 origin and how this corresponds to their findings.

4\) The experimental details of [Figure 1D and E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} should be added to the Methods section or described in the figure legend. Based on typical helicase assays, the labeling of \"ssDNA\" and \"dsDNA\" appears to be reversed in these figures. In addition, labeling of \"boil\" and \"-ATP\" are reversed for the two panels (unless this is an unusual helicase assay, the data is mislabeled in [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

5\) The manuscript formally reports one crystal structure (131-627), however, it describes observations for two distinct crystal structures (108-627 and 131-627). Either the authors should report both crystal structures (including the coordinates) or the discussion should be limited to only the 131-627 structure.

6\) The authors should do a better job of introducing the AAA+ domain and its components (e.g. the DRF-loop) for a general audience.

7\) In the subsection "Comparing the dsDNA-bound and DNA-free apo-structures of LTag hexamer" -- \"substantial concerted conformational changes\" sounds contradictory to \"conformations are quite similar\" found later in the same sentence. Please clarify (does this sentence mean to say that the hairpins and DRF-loops move but the rest of the structure remain the same?).

8\) In the subsection "A mechanism for origin melting: Squeeze-to-Open" -- \"...diffraction quality was poor, indicating intrinsic differences...\". This statement overinterprets the meaning of \"poor diffraction quality\". Lesser diffraction quality of the EP-half origin dsDNA in complex with LTag indicates that the crystals had different diffraction characteristics. Differences in interaction or remodeling are not required (though may be present). Please revise accordingly.

9\) The manuscript would benefit from an illustration of the authors\' model discussed in the subsection "The assembly path of LTag hexamer/double hexamer on origin DNA". This addition would help clarify the discussion presented. For example, in the last paragraph of the aforementioned subsection, it is unclear what exact interactions the authors are proposing \"become sterically unfavorable\".
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\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled \"The structure of SV40 Large T hexameric helicase in complex with AT-rich origin DNA\" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your revised article has been favorably evaluated by Jessica Tyler (Senior Editor) and a Reviewing Editor.

The manuscript has been improved but there are some remaining issues that need to be addressed before acceptance, as outlined below:

The manuscript presents a structure of the SV40 Large T-antigen hexamer bound to double-stranded (ds) DNA. Importantly, this is the first structure of a hexameric helicase bound to dsDNA and it reveals a narrow channel that is bound to distorted/melted DNA, suggesting a \"squeezing\" mechanism for the initial melting of origin DNA by hexameric helicases. The revised manuscript includes a higher resolution structure and addresses many of the criticisms of the previous presentations.

There is one area that remains problematic and needs to be addressed prior to publication. Although the squeezing model is intriguing and is a potentially powerful solution to how viral helicases solve the initial unwinding problem, the authors need to provide a more even-handed discussion of other potential models. There is substantial evidence that other mechanisms may contribute to the DNA melting event. Several lines of evidence in the literature indicate that the stepwise assembly -- from a dimer to two hexamers -- occurs sequentially via interaction of the OBDs at adjacent dsDNA recognition sites. This leads to a situation where the proteins spiral around the dsDNA helical axis. This is true for LT and also for E1 (for structures, see: 2ITL, 4FGN, 1KSX, 1KSY).

The current Discussion avoids discussing how the spiral assembly is converted to planar rings by implying that the subunits assemble at the origin as planar rings in the first place. This implication is provided without evidence and directly contradicts the structure of Bochkareva et al. (2006) (PDB 2ITL) where the LT OBDs are offset around the helical axis.

The conversion of a spiral assembly to a planar one is shown in the work of Stenlund with E1, where an extended footprint is subsequently converted to a compact footprint. This conversion is associated with the conversion of a double-trimer to a double-hexamer and also -- most importantly -- with DNA melting. By describing LT assembly as planar at all points in time, the authors avoid making a significant comparison to the work of Stenlund on DNA melting. Although it is possible that E1 and SV40 LT function by different mechanisms, because the authors are only looking at the final outcome of the assembly, it is not possible to eliminate a role for a switch between a spiral and planar conformation as contributing to the distorted DNA structure observed. A more even-handed discussion of other possibilities should be included in a revised Discussion.

Specific points:

1\) In the third paragraph of the Introduction you use \"LT131\" and it has not been defined. In this introductory part of the paper the authors should describe the LT fragment rather than using this shorthanded name.

2\) In the first paragraph of the subsection "LT deletion constructs capable of unwinding origin containing dsDNA", the authors should do a more complete job of explaining what LT131 is. Just saying LT131-627= LT131 seems a little cryptic. Would be better if the authors stated that the structural studies were performed on a fragment of LT extending from amino acids 131 to 627 that included both the OB-fold and AAA+ domains.

3\) Although the authors have improved the documentation of the protein elements of the protein-DNA interactions the bases or base-pairs that the proteins are interacting with are still not well documented. In [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} there is no information about the DNA sequences that are bound. In [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} the sequences that are present in the structure are indicated for one panel (4B) but not for the remaining panels. Since it might clutter the figure, the best approach might be to make a table of all the protein-DNA interactions that could be provided as supplementary information.

4\) Last sentence of the Results: This sentence indicates that there are interactions \"with the DNA from both the major and minor grooves\". This is interesting but needs to be better described. I would suggest a full paragraph discussing the interactions that lead to this conclusion. Alternatively, the authors could summarize the minor and major groove interactions at the end of the discussion of the protein-DNA interactions. As there is no other place in the Results that does discuss major and minor groove interactions just referencing [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} is not adequate. For example, how many of the interactions are in the major vs. the minor groove?

5\) The term \"squeezing\" suggests an active (energy-driven process)- triggers a narrowing of the ring to cause a \"squeeze\". This contradicts the discussion describing the highly consistent LT structure in the DNA-free and DNA-bound forms. Do the authors mean to suggest that the addition of a final subunit to close the ring causes an immediate squeeze (?). Is this what is intended by using the phrase \"snapping force\" in the last paragraph of the subsection "The assembly path of LT hexamer/double hexamer on origin DNA"? There does not seem to be a reason that the transition from a lock-washer to planar form could not provide a similar energetic drive for unwinding.

6\) In the second paragraph of the subsection "The assembly path of LT hexamer/double hexamer on origin DNA" -- an LT dimer is probably not directly comparable to an E1 trimer.

10.7554/eLife.18129.018

Author response

*\[...\] Required revisions:*

*1) The authors should make the interactions between the amino acids and the DNA more clear in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. It is not clear whether the authors are proposing specific interactions between the protein and the DNA or not in this portion of the structure. In [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the authors clearly illustrate the interactions they believe are occurring between the DNA and the protein. In contrast, in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} the relevant interactions are not delineated. Is this because of an absence of specific interactions with the DNA in this region? This question should be clarified by the authors.*

In order to clarify the existence of specific interactions with the DNA in this region, we revised [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} by adding detailed bonding interactions in [Figure 4B, D, F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} in order to show the detailed specific contacts between the partially melted AT-rich origin DNA and the residues on the β-hairpin and DRF-loop.

*2) The authors\' model proposes that squeezing rather than a specific pushing or flipping of the bases out of the double helix is responsible for the partial denaturation. It is important to note, however, that specific interactions between the protein and the bases could have occurred prior to the structure captured. The best way to address this possibility would be to test mutants in DRF loops or K512/H513 amino acids and see how they effect initial DNA unwinding (e.g. using KMnO4 sensitivity). Without such mutants, the authors should discuss the possibility that there are more specific pushing or prying mechanisms that drive the partial melting but are not observed in the structure captured.*

The K512/H513 amino acids of LT have been reported to be essential for origin melting (Kumar et al., 2007), and the equivalent His residue on the E1 helicase has also been shown to be critical for papillomavirus origin melting (Liu et al., M. Cell, 2007; Chunk et al., M. Cell, 2011). The fact that the K512/H513 mutant of LT failed to melt the origin suggests that specific interactions, in addition to the pure physical force of squeezing, may also be important for origin melting. We clarified this point in the subsection "The assembly path of LT hexamer/double hexamer on origin DNA" when discussing the model (new [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and the [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} legend).

*3) The authors should discuss their data and its implications for the mechanism of initiation more thoroughly. If melting occurs in the context of a planar SV40 LTag ring, then one of the resulting ssDNAs must exit this channel subsequently, as there is clear evidence that the final SV40 LTag helicase unwinds DNA while encircling ssDNA (Yardimci et al., 2012). Given the similarity between E1 and SV40 origin binding proteins, the authors should compare their findings to those made addressing DNA unwinding by the E1 helicase (e.g. Schnuck and Stenlund, 2010 and Liu et al., 2007). Finally, the authors should do a better job of explaining where initial DNA melting occurs at the SV40 origin and how this corresponds to their findings.*

In the subsection "The assembly path of LT hexamer/double hexamer on origin DNA", we added a discussion on how the hexamer/double hexamer assembly may generate local melting of the origin DNA for the initiation of replication. We used biochemistry to show that, upon adding Mg++, the pre-formed ring-shaped LT complex on origin DNA unwinds the origin with similar efficiency as the un-preformed complex on origin DNA. This suggests that the melted ssDNA region must become increasingly larger upon cyclic ATP binding/hydrolysis and that the melted ssDNA must exit the hexameric channel either fully or partially to achieve full origin melting and unwinding. We stated in the revision that the melted ssDNA must find a way to exit the hexameric channel, as LT has shown to preferentially translocate along one ssDNA during unwinding (Yardimci et al., 2012) and E1 has shown to interact with ssDNA (Enemark, 2006; and 2008). The exact details of how LT and other archaeal/eukaryotic replicative helicase interact and unwind fork DNA is still lacking. However, the action of LT unwinding can bypass a polypeptide road-block (similar to the size of a ssDNA) cross-linked to DNA substrates, suggesting that the LT hexamer has sufficient plasticity to alter its conformation around DNA and allow the passage of ssDNA without falling off the unwound substrate (Yardimci et al., 2012). Also, the mutational results for the potential role of the β-hairpin His residue in LT (Kumar, 2007) and E1 (Schnuck and Stenlund, 2010 and Liu et al., 2007) in origin melting are discussed here. We also stated that, at present, we have no data regarding the process of how this initial melting of oriDNA propagates into fully open replication forks, and that a more comprehensive understanding of this process will require future high-resolution information regarding LT interactions with different types of DNA substrates such as the origin dsDNA to partially melted origin to the final replication fork. These points are now discussed in this round of revision.

*4) The experimental details of [Figure 1D and E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} should be added to the Methods section or described in the figure legend. Based on typical helicase assays, the labeling of \"ssDNA\" and \"dsDNA\" appears to be reversed in these figures. In addition, labeling of \"boil\" and \"-ATP\" are reversed for the two panels (unless this is an unusual helicase assay, the data is mislabeled in [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).*

We have added a more detailed description of the methods for performing [Figure 1D, E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} to the Methods section. The labeling of ssDNA and dsDNA in this unwinding assay is correct, because the unwound ssDNA product forms a very stable hairpin structure due to the palindrome origin sequence, causing the ssDNA product to migrate slower than the unwound dsDNA substrate. For clarity, we changed the labeling of "boil" and "--ATP" to "Boil" and "dsDNA" (dsDNA substrate control).

*5) The manuscript formally reports one crystal structure (131-627), however, it describes observations for two distinct crystal structures (108-627 and 131-627). Either the authors should report both crystal structures (including the coordinates) or the discussion should be limited to only the 131-627 structure.*

Given that both the LT131-627 and LT108-627 constructs yield essentially the same structure, we agree that it's only meaningful to present one structure, and in this revision we only present the LT131-627 structure. Also for this revision, we obtained a 2.9 Å data set (originally 3.16Å) for the LT131-oriDNA complex structure, and we now report this 2.9Å structure using the LT131 construct. In our 3.16Å structure, we only built 24 bp out of the 32 bp oriDNA. With the 2.9Å data, we are able to build with confidence the entire 32 bp oriDNA, plus the two 3'-T overhang.

*6) The authors should do a better job of introducing the AAA+ domain and its components (e.g. the DRF-loop) for a general audience.*

We added more information on the AAA+ domain in the Introduction section (third paragraph), and introduced the β-hairpin and DRF loop of the LT helicase in the new [Figure 1---figure supplement 2C](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"} and in the last paragraph of the subsection "Overall structure of the LT-dsDNA complex".

*7) In the subsection "Comparing the dsDNA-bound and DNA-free apo-structures of LTag hexamer" -- \"substantial concerted conformational changes\" sounds contradictory to \"conformations are quite similar\" found later in the same sentence. Please clarify (does this sentence mean to say that the hairpins and DRF-loops move but the rest of the structure remain the same?).*

Yes, the substantial conformational changes refer to changes in the six β-hairpins and DRF loops along the central channel, which result from amplified structural changes due to their special structural connections to the nucleotide pocket. The rest of the molecule and especially the hexamer as a whole have relatively very small changes. We revised the sentence (by adding "these hexamers") to clarify the confusion: "Although these different DNA-free hexameric structures in different nt-bound states reveal substantial concerted conformational changes for the six β-hairpins and DRF loops within and along the central channel of LT hexamer, the overall conformations of these hexamers are quite similar."

*8) In the subsection "A mechanism for origin melting: Squeeze-to-Open" -- \"...diffraction quality was poor, indicating intrinsic differences...\". This statement overinterprets the meaning of \"poor diffraction quality\". Lesser diffraction quality of the EP-half origin dsDNA in complex with LTag indicates that the crystals had different diffraction characteristics. Differences in interaction or remodeling are not required (though may be present). Please revise accordingly.*

In light of this comment, we revised the statement to simply state the fact that the hexamer-EP-origin DNA co-crystal diffracted poorly without hypothesizing a possible cause for it.

*9) The manuscript would benefit from an illustration of the authors\' model discussed in the subsection "The assembly path of LTag hexamer/double hexamer on origin DNA". This addition would help clarify the discussion presented. For example, in the last paragraph of the aforementioned subsection, it is unclear what exact interactions the authors are proposing \"become sterically unfavorable\".*

We added [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} to help illustrate the model we tried to present in the subsection "The assembly path of LT hexamer/double hexamer on origin DNA". Thank you for the suggestion.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

*The manuscript has been improved but there are some remaining issues that need to be addressed before acceptance, as outlined below:*

*The manuscript presents a structure of the SV40 Large T-antigen hexamer bound to double-stranded (ds) DNA. Importantly, this is the first structure of a hexameric helicase bound to dsDNA and it reveals a narrow channel that is bound to distorted/melted DNA, suggesting a \"squeezing\" mechanism for the initial melting of origin DNA by hexameric helicases. The revised manuscript includes a higher resolution structure and addresses many of the criticisms of the previous presentations.*

*There is one area that remains problematic and needs to be addressed prior to publication. Although the squeezing model is intriguing and is a potentially powerful solution to how viral helicases solve the initial unwinding problem, the authors need to provide a more even-handed discussion of other potential models. There is substantial evidence that other mechanisms may contribute to the DNA melting event. Several lines of evidence in the literature indicate that the stepwise assembly -- from a dimer to two hexamers -- occurs sequentially via interaction of the OBDs at adjacent dsDNA recognition sites. This leads to a situation where the proteins spiral around the dsDNA helical axis. This is true for LT and also for E1 (for structures, see: 2ITL, 4FGN, 1KSX, 1KSY).*

*The current Discussion avoids discussing how the spiral assembly is converted to planar rings by implying that the subunits assemble at the origin as planar rings in the first place. This implication is provided without evidence and directly contradicts the structure of Bochkareva et al. (2006) (PDB 2ITL) where the LT OBDs are offset around the helical axis.*

To address this concern, we added more discussion on other possibilities discussed in previous publications regarding spiral assembly of helicases, with the relevant references (Enemark et al., EMBOJ, 2002; Bochkareva et al., EMBOJ, 2006; Meinke et al., PlosBiol, 2007; Meinke et al., JV, 2013) and the related data sets cited in this revision. Hopefully, such revision will make our paper to be presented with a more even-handed discussion of other possibilities.

At the same time, in order to give readers a clear view of the previous structural studies in the above cited PDBs (2ITL, 4FGN, 1KSX, 1KSY, all are OBD alone bound to the PENs (LT) and Hexa (E1) nucleotide recognition sequences), as well as the advancement of our studies of LT OBD-helicase domain in complex with oriDNA, we added [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}. Panel A shows the structure of 2ITL above as a representative of structures of OBD alone (LT131-258) with four PENs. These studies all reveal how OBD interacts with PEN sequence (GAGGC) in LT or Hexa seqeunce in E1. Panel B shows the co-crystal struture of LT131-627 (OBD-helicase domain) bound to a full half origin (two PENs, plus AT-rich). Purified LT131-627 is capable of initiating hexamer/double hexamer assembly and origin unwinding in vitro (see Cuesta et al., JMB, 2010; Chang et al., Cell Reports, 2013; and this study in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This structure clearly reveal that the two OBDs of the dimeric OBD-helicase LT interact with the origin DNA differently from that when OBD acts a separate domain. Like in the OBD alone case, the two OBDs bound to DNA do not interact with each other. Dimerization is through the helicase domain. Panel C shows the co-crystal structure of LT131-627 hexamer bound to a full half origin DNA, in which hexamerization is through the helicase domain, whereas the six OBDs are partially disordered (not interacting with each other to hexamerize or bound tightly to the PENs/Pseudo-PEN).

The detailed side-side structural comparison above indicate it is the helicase domain that oligomerizes around origin DNA and the OBD does not hexamerize, which is also consistent with our prior EM studies showing flexible OBD domain (Cuesta, JMB, 2010; Valle, JMB, 2006) and X-ray studies showing hexamerization of helicase domain alone (Li et al., Nature, 2003; Gai et al., Cell, 2004; Lilystrome, G&D, 2006; Zhou et al., JBC, 2012). OBD clearly is important for binding to PEN and the Pseudo-PEN, which may be critical for the correct initial assembly of the helicase dimer intermediate on the AT-rich origin, but OBD may not play a role in oligomerization. Therefore, the structure of Bochkareva et al. (2006) (PDB 2ITL) where the individual LT OBDs are offset around the helical axis because of the space of PENs should not be able to form a hexamer, and thus we don't think our hexamerization model and origin melting in the helicase domain is comparable the structures of OBD domain alone used by Bochkareva et al. (2006) (PDB 2ITL) and other related structures cited here (i.e. 2ITL, 4FGN, 1KSX, 1KSY).

*The conversion of a spiral assembly to a planar one is shown in the work of Stenlund with E1, where an extended footprint is subsequently converted to a compact footprint. This conversion is associated with the conversion of a double-trimer to a double-hexamer and also -- most importantly -- with DNA melting. By describing LT assembly as planar at all points in time, the authors avoid making a significant comparison to the work of Stenlund on DNA melting. Although it is possible that E1 and SV40 LT function by different mechanisms, because the authors are only looking at the final outcome of the assembly, it is not possible to eliminate a role for a switch between a spiral and planar conformation as contributing to the distorted DNA structure observed. A more even-handed discussion of other possibilities should be included in a revised Discussion.*

We discussed and cited the trimer assembly/melting and two other relevant studies from Stelund group in the manuscript. We think that the authors presented solid biochemistry data showing origin melting during the assembly progress of E1 that is likely performed at the trimer/double trimer stage, which is also implied to be through spiral to planar conversion possibility. For LT, we fully appreciate this suggestion about discussing the possibility of conversion from sprial to planar for LT. In this round of revision, we added more such discussions in a few places. One example is in the Discussion section: "This simple explanation (for the observed planar vs spiral) would then imply an ability of switching between the planar and staircase conformations for LT and E1, even though only one conformation has been consistently observed in either protein structures determined to date. In this consideration, it is possible that the crystallographic packing somehow selectively traps the β-hairpins in the planar conformation for LT and the staircase conformation for E1, despite the crystallization buffer condition." In this revision, we also added a new paragraph discussing this possibility: "While the hexamer-dsDNA complex structure reveals a near-planar ring of six subunits, the possibility of changing from spiral intermediate assembly to the final planar hexamer also exists, which may provide extra energy to melt the origin in addition to the squeezing force from the narrower channel. While no spiral assembly of hexamer helicases on dsDNA has ever been reported, the spiral assembly of hexameric motors on ssDNA has been reported for E1, DnaB, and Rho...". We hope this revision has achieved a more even-handed discussion of other possibilities, as suggested by this comment.

*Specific points:*

*1) In the third paragraph of the Introduction you use \"LT131\" and it has not been defined. In this introductory part of the paper the authors should describe the LT fragment rather than using this shorthanded name.*

Now defined LT131, we used LT131-627.

*2) In the first paragraph of the subsection "LT deletion constructs capable of unwinding origin containing dsDNA", the authors should do a more complete job of explaining what LT131 is. Just saying LT131-627= LT131 seems a little cryptic. Would be better if the authors stated that the structural studies were performed on a fragment of LT extending from amino acids 131 to 627 that included both the OB-fold and AAA+ domains.*

Clearly stated the domains of the used LT construct as suggested. "We used SV40 LT construct LT131-627 (containing residues 131-627, referred to as LT131 hereafter) that includes the OBD domain (residues 131-258) and the helicase domain (residues 260-627) ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"})".

*3) Although the authors have improved the documentation of the protein elements of the protein-DNA interactions the bases or base-pairs that the proteins are interacting with are still not well documented. In [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} there is no information about the DNA sequences that are bound. In [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} the sequences that are present in the structure are indicated for one panel (4B) but not for the remaining panels. Since it might clutter the figure, the best approach might be to make a table of all the protein-DNA interactions that could be provided as supplementary information.*

In light of this suggestion, we revised [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} to add more details, including the DNA residue numbers now and the amino acid residues of a particular LT subunit. In addition, we added two tables to show all the protein-DNA interactions: [Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to show the detailed interactions with DNA in the Zn-domain, and [Supplementary file 2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to show the interactions in the AAA+ domain of the hexamer.

*4) Last sentence of the Results: This sentence indicates that there are interactions \"with the DNA from both the major and minor grooves\". This is interesting but needs to be better described. I would suggest a full paragraph discussing the interactions that lead to this conclusion. Alternatively, the authors could summarize the minor and major groove interactions at the end of the discussion of the protein-DNA interactions. As there is no other place in the Results that does discuss major and minor groove interactions just referencing [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} is not adequate. For example, how many of the interactions are in the major vs. the minor groove?*

The information of the interactions from the major and minor groove of DNA are now included in [Supplementary file 2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

*5) The term \"squeezing\" suggests an active (energy-driven process)- triggers a narrowing of the ring to cause a \"squeeze\". This contradicts the discussion describing the highly consistent LT structure in the DNA-free and DNA-bound forms. Do the authors mean to suggest that the addition of a final subunit to close the ring causes an immediate squeeze (?). Is this what is intended by using the phrase \"snapping force\" in the last paragraph of the subsection "The assembly path of LT hexamer/double hexamer on origin DNA"? There does not seem to be a reason that the transition from a lock-washer to planar form could not provide a similar energetic drive for unwinding.*

We don't think the "squeezing" hypothesis contradicts with the highly consistent LT structure in the DNA-free and DNA-bound forms for the following reason. The DNA free hexamer forms in different nucleotide states (empty, ADP, or ATP bound) all have central channel smaller than the B-from dsDNA. When LT hexamer assembles on the origin dsDNA with ADP bound, the hexamer conformation and narrow central channel opening of the AAA+ domain is very similar to that of the ADP-bound hexamer without DNA in the central channel. Therefore, the assembly of the LT hexamer around the origin dsDNA with ADP binding will form a narrow channel on the AAA+ domain to provide "squeezing" on the dsDNA that may result in local melting. When binding to ATP, the AAA+ domain channel is about 3-5 Å narrower than that in the ADP-bound form (Gai et al., Cell, 2004), consistent with the much more extensive local origin melting when ATP is used instead of ADP (Borowiec and Hurwitz, EMBOJ, 1988).

However, we totally agree that the above evidence of squeezing by the narrower channel of the assembled hexamer on dsDNA when binding to ADP or ATP does not mutaully exclude the possibility that local origin melting could also be facilitated by the energetic force obtained from the conversion from a spiral conformation to a planar one upon completion of a hexamer assembly. We mentioned this possibility in last submission, and further emphasized this possibility in this revision (also please see our second response above on this point).

*6) In the second paragraph of the subsection "The assembly path of LT hexamer/double hexamer on origin DNA" -- an LT dimer is probably not directly comparable to an E1 trimer.*

We agree on this point. We revised this statement to avoid the confusion: "Even though no stable trimer or tetramer intermediates of LT-oriDNA were observed, the formation of the stable LT dimer-oriDNA intermediate complex clearly does not cause origin DNA distortion or melting (Chang et al., 2013). Interestingly, previous biochemical evidence suggested that E1 helicase formed a trimer intermediate complex instead of a dimer on each half of the origin DNA to melt the origin DNA before hexamer/double hexamer formation (Liu et al., 2007)."

[^1]: \*Highest-resolution shell is shown in parentheses.
